After much deliberation, the Caledonia Library has chosen to close for an indefinite amount of
time.
Our county's state of emergency, school closings, and the need for social distancing informed our
decision. Libraries can be leading examples of what our communities should be doing right now.
We recognize the fact that libraries have been, and are, accessible for all types of people in all
types of situations, from the infant, to the student, to the senior citizen. We weighed whether it
was best to close or remain open. We feel that we can still do both: close to protect the
community, and still serve, albeit, on a much smaller scale.

How can the library still serve the population while we are closed?
Downloadable e-books and audiobooks: Patrons can access digital books with their library
card. Simply download the Libby app and follow the instructions (you want the Pioneer Library
System). If you do not know your password, or have questions, contact the Director at the
number(s) below.
Internet access: THE INTERNET CAN BE ACCESSED OUTSIDE OF THE LIBRARY IN
THE LAWN!!!!!! Select the OWWL network in your wi-fi setting, go to your browser, and click
the blue button that says, “Click here if you agree to our terms.” You are now on the internet.

For those of you who have items out or on hold:
We are working on eliminating fines or extending due dates for all items that are currently
checked out.
The ability of patrons and library staff to put items on hold has been suspended. Any item
currently on our holds shelf (ready for pick-up) will remain on our shelf. This may change, based
on any recommendations from the Pioneer Library System.
Books can still be returned in the drop-box located at the back of the building.

In the meanwhile, if you need assistance accessing your library card features, please try to
contact the Caledonia Library first, at 538-4512. If there is no answer, please contact the library
director personally at 538-9603 (leave a message if there is no answer).

